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Welcome!

a daily newspaper on campus
someday," said editor Phil
Mace in a Jan. 25, 1974 Maine
Campus story.
The next step was taken five
and a half years later.
On September 10, 1979, The Maine Campus became The"
Daily Maine Campus, and was
able to provide more local, state,
national and international news to its readers.
"I'm proud to be a part of
such a great tradition," said
present editor Jonathan Bach.
"It's a lot of work, and without
all of the work people have
done, especially in the last 10
years, we wouldn't still be adai-

The Daily Maine Campus is
celebrating its 10th anniversary
as the University of Maine's daily newspaper.
The newspaper staff consists
of UMaine students in the roles
- -of writers, editors, production
• - staff, and advertising staff.
The university community
--gets the newspaper five days a
week at free of charge, but
students help pay for the paper
with the $6 communication fee.
Additional revenue comes from
advertising.
A weekly newspaper called
The Cadet was established at
the university in 1:875. In 1899,
Readers should notice a few
it was renamed The Campus,
and later The Maine Campus. changes in the newspaper this
Copies may be reviewed on semester, including editorials
five days a week, and a
microfilm at Fogler Library.
In January of 1974, The magazine section on Mondays
Maine Campus staff announc- and Fridays.
Readers are encouraged to
ed that it was increasing
contact ,the newspaper staff
publication to twice weekly,
•
"We are taking the first step with any suggestions 'or story
to what we hope is establishing ideas they may have,

—

photo by Jon Bach

Students lugged boxes, bags, crates, and carriers of all types last week in preparation for the
fall semester. After students finished moving their stuff, they were checking in, dining out, signing up, and settling down. For more photos of the first days of the semester see page 8.

Bears' Den, Yankee get
facelifts, other changes —
by Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer
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Fall is in the air, and the Yankee Conference football
season is underwa. The University of Maine has begun
the year with tsNo convinving wins, defeating Youngstown
State and the University of New Hampshire.

In order to provide more efficient service for the university community, the Bears' Den
and Damn Yankee received approximately $185,000 worth of
renovation, work this past
summer.
Scott Anchors, director of
Residential Life, said the
changes to the Bears' Den were
necessary because the food service was lacking space.
"Our goal is to provide the
best, effective 'food service for
everyone," he said.
Alone, the Den received
about $150,000 worth of work,
be said. Anchors said the Den was
last renovated in the 1970s and
its current renovation should
alleviate some of the long lines
and provide more adequate
storage space.
The remodeling work began
in May and was finished before
the students returned to school.
He said the new additions
will hopefully speed up service.

Additions include: four stations which include self-serve
beverage dispensers, homemade
belgian waffles, pre-packaged
salads and a self-serve pastry
bar.
"With the renovations, there
will be more possibilities," he
said.
He said there has also been a
new pizza oven and service area
added to the rear. The pizza
area was moved because the old
location of the pizza dispenser
was congested and the oven produced too much heat, according
to Anchors.
"Hopefully, the lines will be
shorter and we will be able to
move the dough faster and increase-production," he said.
He said that so far the
remodeling appears to be successful and they have sold more
food than last year at this time.
more
"We have had
customers than last year and we
can't keep up with food
distribution. It's a good problem:' he said.
He said an additional
$150,000 was spent on kitchen

equipment.
"Even with the new equip—
ment we purchased, we could
still use more," he said.
He said remodeling also in-'
cluded shortening the bar.
"The shortening of the bar
should not have a direct impact
on any students. Alcohol hasn't
been a major product we sell.
Most people who drink beer
usually go elsewhere," he
said.
There have also been two new
offices added to the front of the
Den for the bookkeeper and
manager of Memorial Union
services.
"That's a $1.5 million operation down there," he said.
Anchors said-levels With the
new additions he would still like
more space.
"The food services are still
lacking space even with the new
:Flanges.
We would like to have a
whole new structure, but we
didn't have the money or space.
Hopefully, the renovations will
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UMaine searching for
Dining Services head

GET ON THE
TRACK TO A
SCHOLARSHIP

*

An Air Force ROTC
scholarship may get you on the
right track to success. Find out if you
qualify for tuition and other ecpenses, plus
$100 each academic month. Got on the
right track Talk to:

by Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer
A nationwide search is on for a new
director of University of Maine Dining
Services following the resignation of its
former director.
John Rebstock resigned his position as
director of dining services at the university and excepted a job with food
management at the Pentagon in
Washington D.C. in July.
Scott Anchors, director of Residential
Life, has been temporarily acting as the
director of Dining Services while the
search for a new director takes place.
Rebstock's resignation on July 23
came three months after three University of Maine employees were fired for
"improprieties" during a routine audit
of Residential Life dining services
department.
No charges were ever brought against
former Memorial Union Dining Services
Manager David Botto, and two assistant
managers, Ed Hayward and Karen Lebel,
said Anchors. The three were fired after
they allegedly stole small amounts of
money and food or drink.
University counsel, Richard Hayden,
was unable to be reached for comment.
"It was petty, except for Botto who
falsified his resume," said Anchors.
Anchors said Rebstock's resignation
was a surprise and that in no way "did
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Leaderstup Lerellenre Starts litsre

GET THE EDGE
ON THE
COMPETITION
Nbu're ...forking hard br your
college degree But al gradual:in.
you may be cne of many peg:ilea:inpeting Jur the lew, really good openings
- Get the most km your degree Air Rite
ROTC is one way to help yai gel started Our training program gives >ou the management and leadership
skills you need to succeeci As an Air Rite officet you'll put
your education to work in a responsible positkin from the
wry beginning
16 a great opportunity Why settle km anythuig less'
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CAPT ROGER HAWKINS
207-581-1384

his resignation have to do with anything
illegal."
He said Rebstock left for many
reasons and Rebstock had family in the
mid-Atlantic states area where his new
position is.
Another reason Anchors said the
director left was that the question arose
whether Rebstock "fit" in with the
University of Maine or would he have
been happier in the co-operate food area,
from where he originally came.
"Did I fire him? No. Was he pushed
to leave? No. The issue of fit was the real
issue here," he said.
Anchors said Rebstock would have
been up for a "continuing appointment"
but he resigned before that time.
Anchors said so far two candidates
from California and Illinois have been
interviewed for the position, and more
interviews are upcoming.
"We want to have the best food service in New England so we are looking
for a top notch person. We have to get
someone who likes working with others.
This person is going to be responsible for
150 employees and an $11 million
budget. It's a big educational
business," he said.
Salary for the director's position is
$48,000 per year. Anchors said that he
hopes to have a person for the position
by October.
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ready to help students
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by Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer

students are having and have often had
the same problems themselves, Doucette
said.
Are the grades you're getting not quite
Tom, a former tutee, said of the prowhat you would like them to be?
gram: "My tutor was really helpful. He
Maybe the Onward Tiitor Program
was someone I could relate to because
could help.
I knew he had gone through what I was
The Onward Tiitor Program provides
struggling with. He used his personal extutoring for University of Maine
perience to get the point across."
students, and all you have to do is sign
Another former tutee, Sue, said: "The
up.
tutor I had was very friendly and easy
The program is primarily centered
to get to know. She made the situation
around students in 100 and 200 lever-- much more personal."
classes who would like to improve theirTo qualify to become a peer tutor, you
academic skills. Students are assigned to
have to have a grade point average of at
'a peer tutor and remain with that tutor
least 2.5, but a 3.0 is preferred, received
for the remainder of the semester or unan A or B in the course you wish to
til the tutoring is no longer needed.
tutor, and also have good communicaEach peer tutor meets with small
tion skills, a lot of patience and a sincere
groups of three to five students and these
desire to help other students.
groups meet one to three times a week,----- -- Doucette expects to hire between 75
depending on the course involved_
ind 100 peer tutors who will work with
Is the program successful?
over 800 students, and if it is like last
According to Mot- Coordinator Ruth
year, the tutor program will have to turn
Doucette, "students generally improve
students away.
their grades by one quarter to a full letStudents interested in using the Tlitor
ter grade depending on the time and efProgram must meet with a Tutor Profort the student is willing to put in.
gram staff member and from this
"There's no magic involved."
meeting, tutors are assigned.
Some students feel uncomfortable
Assignments will begin on Monday,
asking questions in large classes, while
Sept. 18 and will end Friday, Oct. 27.
it is much easier to ask questions in the
. After this date, students will only be
small tutoring groups. That's part of
considered with their instructor's advisewhat makes peer tutoring work, accorment and the availability of tutors.
ding to Doucette.
• Doucette said it was very important to
Peer tutoring has another advantage
request assistance as early in the
in that the tutors are also students. They
semester as possiNe.
't an relate with some of the problems the
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Welcome University students and staff
Unlimited tanning-- first semester $99.00
1 month--$40.00 or $3.00 per visit with student ID
exercise - tanning - hottubs

California Concepts
29 Water St. Old Tbwn
827-7933

Top NOWCEUNISEX HAIR STYLING
35 N. MAIN ST

OLD TOWN
827-4800
• We offer the complete line of
Focus 21 Hair Care products
•ask about our
Spiro system

•specializing
-

in latest in

ear piercing

waxing

A

$2 off cuts
$5 off perms
Good through Oct. 31

WMEB 91.9 FM Orono:
Your station for progressive, classical, reggae, jazz, and
alternative music, will hit the airwaves this semester on
Wednesday at 6:00 a.m.
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orf.NORML opposes Bush Fines reduced against
WASHINGTON(AP)Just aiross the
street from the building wheredrug war
director William Bennett sits at his desk
in a two-story suite, the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws(NORML)carries on its own
quest from a small, warren-like office.
NORML, which opened its first
storefront office in a run-down section
of Washington in 1970, is emerging as
one of the most vocal critics of President .
Bush's anti-drug campaign.
"The simple question is whether marijuana should be included in the war on-drugs," NORM L's incoming national
director, Donald Fiedler, told reporters
at a National Press Club press conference following Bennett's outline of the
Bush Wan this past week.
is," he said, "the price of a
druAtree America is an America that
can no longer be free."
NORML wants legalization of marijuana but supports continued prohibition of cocaine. Although it has had its
ups and downs, Fiedler said he believes
harsh attempts to penalize the nation's
millions of marijuana smokers eventually will bolster NORMI2s diminished
strength.
"When Bush- we,nt after the ACLU,it_
helped their riierithershiP, When the 'recent Supreme Court decision to abortion
came out, it helped NOW, and we fully
expect the Bennett drug war plan will
help NORML," said Fiedler, a lawyer
from Omaha, Neb.
Iri its early days, NORML gained attention by defending youngsters facing
years in prison for lighting up. Its efforts
helped spark decriminaliiakin Moves tn
many state legislatures. •
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BAR HARBOR, Maine (AP)
Federal workplace safety officials
have reduced fines against a contracting firm cited for safety violations
during an investigation into a major
fire last wring at Jackson Laboratory.
The Colwell Construction Co. of
Augusta has agreed to pay fines totaling $2,635 lowered from $4,000 initially assessed.
Under the agreement between Colwell and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, the company
admits no wrongdoing, but must
adhere to proscribed safety standards
in the future.
Much of the mouse research center
at the lab was destroyed during a May
10 fire. Neither the state fire marshal's
office nor safety officials have deter-
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Job Search Workshops
Fall 1989
Free 50 minute workshops

Resume Writing

Tues., Sept.12 2:10 p.m.
Wed., Sept. 13 3:10 p.m.
Thur., Sept. 21 3:10 p.m.
Mon., Sept. 25 2:10 p.m.
Thur., Oct. 12 2:10 p.m.

Interviewing Techniques

Wed., Sept. 20 2:10 p.m*
Tues., Sept. 26 3:10 p.m.
Thur., Oct. 5 2:10 p.m.

Job Search Strategies

Thur., Sept. 23 2:10 p.m.
Mon.. Oct. 9 3:10 p.m.

Cover Letters

Wed., Sept. _27 3:10 p.m.
Tues., Oct. 10 2:10 p.m.

The Second Interview

Tues., Dec.5 2:10 p.m.

College of Business Administration

Thursday, September 14

College of Arts and Humanities
College of Social & Behavioral Sciences

Tuesday, September 19

College of Education

TIME: 7:00 p.

*Pick up your materials to register for job placement
*Learn how to take full advantage of the career center's
programs and services throughout your senior year

WHERE: F.F.A. Room, Memorial Union

Find out about:
-On-Campus

1 .0.

Don't just fill your albums, come down to
,
k The Daily Maine Campus and show us
what you can do!
Call John Baer at 581-1270 for more
information.

College of Engineering & Technology
College of Sciences

WHERE: 100 Neville Hall

mined the cause, but an investigation
following the blaze revealed that poor
ventilation of fumes from liquid
adhesives in the construction area
caused the fire to spread quickly
through the building.
OSHA officials also say they found
at least seven conditions that
threatened worker safety. Four construction workers were injured in the
fire.
The violations,included improper
storage of chemicals, excess of flammable liquids on site, use of
unauthorized electrical outlets and
three violations of training and communication regulations pertaining to
the use of hazardous chemicals, said
William Freeman, an OSHA safety
superintendent.

'Like to take pictures?

Wednesday, September 13 College of Forest Resources
College of Food, Agriculture &
Applied Sciences
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As the marijuana laws changed,
NORMUs $27a-year membership roll
shrank from a high of 20,000 people in
1978 to about 5,000 now.
To support its annual budget of
$250,000, the organization now holds
seminars for criminal defehse lawyers. In
an article published in 1986, Washington
Monthly said a third of NORML's
budget came from such :onferences,
which it claimed were "geared toward
helping lawyers defend mid-level
mobsters." Some members told the
magazine that the drug defense seminars
had caused dissension within the
organizatMn.
Asked about the article, Doug McVay,
activist coordinator for NORML, said:
"The lawyers who are interested in this
issue tend to do drug defense work.
Nowadays, however, if you are doing
criminal defense work in general, more
and more of it is drug defense. It's unfortunate, but it's the case."
From its initial location in a seedy area
of Washington that has since blossomed out in high-price hotels, NORML has
moved to an office building it shares
with such tenants as the International
Joint Comrnision, a governmental body
concerned with U.S.-Canadian affairs,
not with the kind of joints marijuana
smokers talk about.
The drug war office is on the top two
floors of a building across the street.
"They can peek in our windows and
we can peek in theirs," said Carole
Moore, who, like a number of NORML
activists, is also a member of the Libertarian Party. Jim TUrney of Richmond,_
Va.,- former national chairman of the
Libeitanans, is treasurer of NORML.

*North Lown Room
Interviews

-Job Listings
-Off-Campus Job Search Strategies
-Registration Procedures For The
Career Center

SIGN-UP at the CAREER CENTER (located in the basement of
Wingate Hall) for any of the workshops that you plan to
attend. (If fewer than five students sign up for a workshop
it will be cancelled.)

CAREER CENTER
Wingate Hall
581-1359

VIDEOTAPES are 'available for your viewing
at the CAREER CENTER by appointment.

The Division of Student Affairs

-

_
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College tuition rises for ninth straight year
311allomemsampainvoi&F-•••

(CPS) — For the ninth year in a row,
the price students pay to attend college
has risen faster than the inflation rate,
the College Board says.
Educators and other adult observers
bemoaned-the -increases, yet generally
thought the price of college remained affordable. Students, on the other hand,
seemed to greet the news with more
alarm.
"I keep seeing it increase, but there's
no (financial aid) help and not a lot of
imr_rnvompntc " 5aiff Southwestern
Oklahoma State University junior Ronda Mills.
"Several of my friends are unable to
be here because of it."
Mills and her classmates registered at
Southwestern Oklahoma Aug. 22 to find
their tuition had risen 17 percent to
$1,160.
"If they hike tuition again next year
I'm not coming back," declared
Melissa Lopez, a University of New
Mexico junior. Despite an eight-day student occupation of President Gerald

May's office last spring, UNM officials
raised the annual in-state tuition $100 to
$1,372.
Nationwide, collegians will pay an
average of 5 to 9 percent more for tuition and fees this academic year, the College Board reported in its just-released
annual tuition survey. The general inflation rate for the 12 months ending in
June was 5.2 percent.
At public four-year schools, average
tuition and fees is up 7 percent, to
1L4 St_lifitntc at privAte crig1Oic wUL
pay an average of S8,737, 9 percent more
than in 1988-89.
Two-year public schools raised their
tuition 5 percent to $842. TWo-year
private schools hiked their prices an
average of 7 percent, to $4,713.
In addition to higher tuition, the College Board said students can expect to
pay 6 to 7 percent more for on-campus
room and board.
About the only official who expressed much worry about the jumps was U.S.
Department of Education Secretary
Lauro Cavazos.

"I am increasingly concerned about
the growing gap between the price of
higher education and what students can
afford," Cavazos said.
"Every leader in higher education
must make holding costs down a priority."
In fact, colleges are doing an "extraordinary" job of holding down their costs,
maintained Richard Rosser of the National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, based in
_
Washincton. Dr.
They're doing it, too, at a time when
they're scratching for funds to keep
faculty members from leaving for more
lucrative jobs in private industry, to
repair campus facilities left unmaintained for years, and to retool campuses for
the computer age.
As a result, higher education remains
"Within the reach_ of virtually every
qualifif student," asserted College
Board President Donald Stewart in
releasing the report.
He said students who don't have the
money themselves can get it from some

$26 billion worth of financial aid
available to collegians this year. "There's
no reason for qualified students not to
be enrolled in higher education,"
agreed David Merkowitz of the
American Council on Education(ACE),
a campus presidents' trade group based
in Washington, D.C.
Kent Halstead of Research Associates
of Washington, D.C. added that his 1988
study of college prices concluded tuition
rates remain about the same percentage
of average American incomes as they
were two decades ago.
Consequently Halstead believed college is still "a good buy."
"It's hard to make the case that most
mid- to lower-class students can't afford
(college)," said Halstead. "Most increases are only about S100 a year.
People can buy a protable radio for
that price."
College will continue to be a bargain
until "people cay they can't afford as
much education as they want," he
said.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
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START AN IMPRESSIVE RESUME
WITH A COLLEGE ELECTIVE.
MIS101
MIS201

Introduction to Leadershipi
Basic Military Skills

Take an introductory course from Army ROTC.
With no obligation. You'll begin to acquire the
confidence, self-discipline, decisiveness, and
leadership skills sought by employers of college
graduates. And you'll learn how you can place
"Army Officer" on your resume when you
graduate.
Set a course for success this term. Register
now for an Army ROTC elective.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more information call Captain Fofi at 581-1125.
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East German refugees await passage to west
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP)
Thousands of East German refugees
began packing their bags Sunday as
word spread that their government and
Hungary had finally agreed to let them
emigrate to West Germany.
Scores of other East Germans arrived at the refugee camps Sunday, swelling their numbers to more than 7,000.
If the refugees are transported to West
Germany, Hungary will become the first
East bloc government to help the citizens
of another Communist nations escape to
the West. The departure would be the
largest mass emigration of East Germans
to West Germany since the Berlin Wall
was built in 1961.
West Germany, which offers East Germans automatic citizenship and help getting settled, had already set up camps to
receive the refugees.
• The issue was a difficult one for
reform-minded Hungary, which was
anxious to show West Germany that it
is committed to new, Western concepts
of human rights but reluctant to anger
the hard-line Communist leadership in
West Berlin.
Foreign Minister Gyula Horn of
Hungary scheduled a national television

Write letters
to ,the DMCI
We want to hear
what's on your mind
• and so do a lot of
other people...

address tonight, and officials said he
would announce the refugees' departure.
Wolfgang Wagner, who runs the temporary shelters, told reporters, "I'm 99
percent sure that the departurc_will start
now."
"The mood is terrific." Wagner
said, pointing to West Germans who
were packing their few belongings at one
of the seven Budapest refugee camps for
those who fled their Communist country hoping to flee to West Germany.
Red Cross officials said it was still not
clear whether the refugees would be
taken by bus, trains or in their own cars.
The officials said it was likely the departure would be spread over one, two or
three days to avoid jamming the roads
or overwhelming the nation's train and
bus lines.
East German diplomats who were sent
to the refugee camps continued to try to
persuade the East Germans to return
home, telling them they would not be
punished. But Tew refugees were
prepared to listen.
Instead, many proudly converted the
"DDR" sign on their cars that signifies
they conic freirrt-the German Deiiiocratic

Republic to a single "D" - the auto sign
for West Germany.
Others painted red-black-gold insignias on the vehicles, but left off the
hammer and sickle that distinguishes the
East German flag from West Germany's.
Most of the East Germans have spent
days and weeks huddled in tent coins munities, boarding houses or summer
cabins, watehing their hopes of emigra-

tion to West Germany rise and fall with
each day.
More East Germans arrived Sunday,
some from East Berlin. Others said they
has crossed the border from
Czechoslovakia in their cars early
Sunday.
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ATTENTION:
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
STUDENTS
(With on campus addresses only)
Stay informed, get all the sports scores, national
and local news all at one time - in the

Letters to the editor
should be 300 words or
less, and guest columns
about 450 words. In order
to verify the validity of
letters, we must have a
name, address, and
telephone number.
Although The Daily
Maine Campus welcomes
anonymous letters, it will
not print them unless a
special arrangement for
not using the name has
been made with the
editor.
The Daily Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters for length,
taste, and libel.
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Take advantage of special student subscription
rates for this semester:
5 WEEKS @ $1.75/WEEK L.- $8.75
10 WEEKS a $1.50/WEEK LI $15.00
15 WEEKS @ $1.10/WEEK $16.50
Check or money order must accompany order form.
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QUESTIONS? Call 990-8040 Circulation Dept.
MI 1M MI
As a campus representative
youll be responsible for placing
advertising materials on bulletin
boards and working on
marketing programs for clients
such as American Express,
Boston University, Eyre, and
various movie comoan:es.
among others. Part-Sow work.
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay
with us long after gradation. If
you are seli-mollvated. hardworking, and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more Infor rnetibn to:
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•Renovations
make it more effective," he said.
According to Anchors, the only
stumbling block is the lack of student
help to work. The other day, Anchors
es en worked in the new pizza area.
"I like to help out and 1 hate to see
the staff short-handed," he said.
In addition to the Den's renovations,
the Damn Yankee received about $35,000
worth of replacements.
He said the operation received new
paint, carpel, drapes, chairs and tables.
"These replacements were long overdue and should enhance the overall
positive environment of.the. facility' he
said.
The Den and Yankee also have new
food service hours. From Monday
through Thursday, the Den will be open
from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday: from 7
a.m. to 9 p.m., Saturday and Sunday:
from II a.m. to 9 p.m.-The deli line will
close each evening at 8 p.m.

(continued from page I)

The Yankee's new hours are Monday
through Friday: 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. The
Yankee will be closed on Saturday and
Sunday except for special functions.
----Another change in the food-service
area that took place this past summer
was a decision to close Hilltop Commons on the weekends.
Anchors said the decision to close the
dining hall was due to "non-budgeted
expense increases." He said Residential Life did not plan the food budget
adequately enough_
"The whole food business is a risky
economic business. It's also going to save
us some money in labor and it shouldn't
be a major inconvenience to the
students," he said.
Those commons that will be open on
weekends are: The Common Place
(Bangor-Cain-0Q; Stewart -Commons,
Wells Commons. and York Commons.
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Work on College Ave
nears its completion
by Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer

overlaid two 8-foot shoulders and added new asphalt.
In addition, crews have constructed a
—Mier five mOtithi or traffic delays, new 5-foot wide Sidewalk on the side of
dust and noise pollution, the College the road nearest to the university.
Avenue widening project is almost
He said crews have started working on
complete.
the stretch of road from Alfond to
The project, being done by H.E Stillwater Avenue. Drainage pipes have
Sargent Inc. of Stillwater, began last also been installed along the entire
April after the ground dried and Bangor stretch of road.
Hydro-Electric Co. crews Were able to
Although traffic was stopped along
transfer power lines to new poies.
various parts of the road during con:John Sturgeon, the project's manager struction, Sturgeon said everything went
for H.E. Sargent, said that construction relatively smooth.
should be completed by Sept. 22, "if not
"Traffic has been pretty good for the
sooner."
most part, and we haven't received any
So far, construction has been com:- complaints about noise or anything else'
pleted from Munson Road in Orono to
The public has really been patient
the Alfond Arena. He said crews have throughout the whole project," he
expanded the road by adding two 12-foot said.
travel lanes to both sides of the road,

RAPE CRISIS VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

'A sexual act
committed „
without consent

PPE
RESPONSE

If you can give some time each
,
month to helping victims
of sexual assaulgrafie.; incest,
sexual harassment), we will train
you to be a Hotline Advocate.
For an application or more information,
call the Director at 945-5597 or
write Rape Response Services.
P.O. Box 2516, Bangor 04401.
Training begins October 2, 1989.

SERVICES

Lennie Mullen-Giles,
Executive Director
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The Daily Maine Campus'
Display Advertising Department Hours
for the Fall semester will be:
• Mom
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Monday
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Tuesday
10:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Wednesday
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Thursday
12:0O -p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

Tel: 581-1273 or stop by our office in
the basement of Lord Hall
To serve the campus adequately, we request all advertisements
be placed two days prior to publication date.
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s the University of Maine begins to start
another semester, fraternities and sororities
begin to seek pledges.
Some greek organizations will-hold "rush" functions
—to attract pledges'. Once they are-attracted, the pledges
will participate in a period of initiation known in some
_organizations as "help week."
Is this "help week" (referred to as "hell week" by
pledges) a necessary rite of passage for initiation?
In recent months, two national fraternal organizations
have withdrawn their pledging system.
During their national convention in August, Tau Kappa Epsilon Internatinal Fraternity, the largest college
social fraternity in North America, voted to eliminate
pledging in all TKE chapters.
TKE will forsake pledging for a new system where
recruits are intiated immediately and will have all rights
and privileges of full membership. A Membership
Development Program will be instituted which includes
three leVeLreducationaT lehrevemenf: All members,
new or old, will be expected to complete these levels in
.----ordet to:maintainactive membership each year.
With 50 hazing deaths in the past 10 years, this is a .
welcome intiative.
At UMaine, a few organizations in the greek system
have come under fire for their hazing practices.
- In October of last year, Alpha Chi Omega's recognition was withdrawn from the university after a hazing
incident in which pledges were allegedly branded with a
heated metal stamp. Two months later, Delta Upsilon
was the subject of an alleged hazing incident where
10-15 people were observed doing pushups on the softball field behind Lengyel Gym at 2 a.m. _
The university's hazing policy states that any organization caught practicing the policy's definition of hazing is
grounds for loss of all rights to conduct activities on
any campus of the university system.
But if more productive alternitives to hazing as an initiation were instituted, the greek system would not have
to fear losing any 'rights at all.
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Classes aren't the only
places for learning
Another semester.
For some students, it's a first.
For others, it's a 20th. For me,
it's one of two left to go. Call
me deviant, but I'm right on
schedule to graduate.
"But Jon," you say, "I
don't care!"
Oh.
Well, I'm glad you may be
saying that, actually.
I've learned that even though
people in college can be pretty
apathetic, we're all learners.
Even if they decided they hate
Statistics, Thermodynamics,
Economics,
Philosophy,
History, or Art, they've learned
something.
- Experience is the greatest
That's the thing about colespeciall!,
bad
teacher,
lege. You learn things you never
experiences.
thought you would be taught
-- The university administration
about. Especially when you
isn't that bad. They're just peorealize you can be your own
ple trying to make the best of
teacher.
complex situations of which
Actually, I'm like a majority
students are sometimes the
of students.. L fozget-Leetures---- -shaft-getters.
about an hour after they hap-- It's OK to like what you do
pen. It's a good thing I take
for a living. In6fact, it's the
notes. But even notes are usualsecret
to life. The toughest part
ly thrown away at the end of a
what you want to
deciding
of
semester.
do with your life is determining
what you like to do.
Most people hate to admit
We -all learn, whether we like
-Thtylearned something. But I'll
it
or not. Or: It is impossible
admit I learned a lot of things.
not
to learn.
Few of them had to do with any
are such things as comThere
-class subjects, though.
When you copy
STDs.
puter
For instance, I learned:
from
a friend, you're
software
-- I will never take an 8 a.m.
software from every
copying
class again because I have the
other friend he or she has
potential to fall asleep, even in
copied with.
the first row.
-- The saying: "If it ain't broke,
don't fix it" has more truth than
-- Professors aren't always extenets of religion.
perts. In fact, most of them are
learning their subject all over
-- The decision to drink alcohol
again.
is fine if it works for you, so is
-- The real world isn't that
the decision not to drink
tough. It's what we all make it.
alcohol.

Jon Bach

Jonathan Bach
Editor
—

Perspective

-- Students take notes in classes,
why not take notes on life?
-- Writing columns is easier
than writing editorials.
-- Failing a course doesn't mean
you're stupid. It makes you
smarter.
-- Getting a tennis court near
Gannett Hall on a sunny Saturday afternoon on the first
weekend after college starts is
almost impossible.
-- Philosophical stuff in columns provokes many responses
of different viewpoints,
arguments, suggestions, experiences, and philosophies itself the basis for mo're
learning.
-- Philosophers are born and
made. They're disguised as
naturally curious folks.
-- Life is a very large classroom.
KTiit Or-things trat you've
learned can fill much more than
column's
newspaper
a
dimensions.

So that's a small list. Putting
things like this in a newspaper
column is an experiment of
sorts to see what kind of reaction I'll get, but that's the objective — a reaction.
But even if no one cares,
they've chosen to be for a
reason which they've determined has woiked for them. a
Ccngratulations! You're getting my drift...

Jonathan Bach is a senior
journalism major in pursuit of
a degree — just in case.
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The Boyz rocked
UMaine Friday night
by Michael Adamowicz
Volunteer Writer
If the University Of Maine has an official rock band that it can call its own,
The Boyz is it, said Union Board
treasurer Chris Wallace.
The trio of Paul Lachapelle, Tim
Capron and Mark Bowie treated a crowd
of more than 2700 students and faculty
to its first UMaine performance of the
semester at TUB's third annual campuswide barbecue Friday night.
The Boyz mixed up their set with a
combination of original music and a
selection of songs by various artists. The
influence of older music was obvious
from the beginning as the band rocked
into a set that included songs from The
Doors, The Who, Creedence Clearwater
Revival, and David Bowie The influence
of these artists was noticeable when the
band played music from its first two
albums, as well as in its new song "When
it Falls," which may be included on its
next album.
Presently the band is busy checking
out studios and preparing for its next
record.

"We aren't sure about what exactly
will be included on the new record,"
guitarist/vocalist Mark Bowie said between sets. "You have to have about 30
songs to get ten for the record!'
The band is also hoping to hook on
with the B52's next tour. In the past The
Boyz have opened for such notable
groups as The Outfield, REO Speedwagon, and Eddie Money.

Dan

AI
-UM
firs

Although Friday's performance didn't
include as much original material as I
had hoped for, The Boyz played a good
selection of music, geared for the audience. The band did satisfy yells for
"She Loves Buddha," one of its more
popular songs. It also played a rocking
version of the Peanut's theme, showing
its versatility as a band.
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Although some of the audience left
after the first set, many returned when
The Boyz came back on stage for the second set.
If you didn't get the chance to see The
Boyz this time around, be sure not to
miss the band's performance at The
Bear's- Den on Dec. 9.

Photos.by John Baer
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Sports
Black Bears manhandle UNH
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer

Dan Bastard _4
A look at
UMaine's
first week
Some interesting notes from the
first week of school ...
Although there were few students
around to hear it, there were some
comments made during Channel 2's
coverage of the University of MaineYoungstown State football game that
deserve a little scrutiny.
Walt Abbott, one of the color cornmentors for WLBZ, often refered to
UMaine's black players as having "exceptional" or "explosive quickness
and speed." while white players excelled in leadership qualities and
thinking abilities.
Hopefully in the future, this style
will be replaced with a more
thoughtful response to the action.
Big Ten football at UMaine?
Tom Lichtenburg was an assistant
coach at Ohio State, a place where the
teams established the run first and
looked to balance a passing game
with the run.
After two games, it appears that
this will be the way things are done
in Orono. Three backs rushed for over
70 yards against UNH after Carl
Smith's outstanding performance
against Youngstown State,
And Mike Buck has been very efficient, leaving Lichtenburg to feel
pretty good about his offense.
Oh, Tom, by the way, saying things
like go out there and knock their
chinstraps off is definitely Big Ten
material.
Anderson's saga
UMaine basketball recruit Clive
Anderson, who was described as a
risk to pass the required test to make
him eligible to play, will not be in
school. At least not here, anyway.
This is one time the university
looks quite ethical. By not allowing
any Proposition 48 students, UMaine
is setting a standard that should help
to clean its tarnished image (You
haven't forgot about Mr. Gavett or
President Lick's comments concerning blacks, have you?).
New projects fill the air
Our football writer, Andy Bean,
traveled to Durham to watch the
Black Bears get some revenge for last
year's thumping at the hands of
UNH.
On the trip, discussion sometimes
wandered onto the subject of the poor
shape of the tennis courts, the
possibility of a new outdoor track
(see BUSTARD page 15)

DURHAM, N.H. — Defensive tackle
Justin Strzelczyk led a stubborn defense
and the University of Maine used a
balanced offense to defeat the University of New Hampshire 24-7 Saturday at
Cowell Stadium.
UMaine Head Coach Tom Lichtenburg said, "It was a pretty physical game,
and you know anytime you get New
Hampshire and Maine together on the-•
field it's going to be line' em up and
smack' em in the mouth."
Strzelczyk was doing most of the
smacking for UMaine. He ended the day
with five unassisted tackles, two sacks
and two blocked passes. "Justin
Strzelczyk played like a wild man,"
Lichtenburg said.
Quarterback Mike Buck completed 14
of 19 passes for 218 yards and one
touchdown, and three Black Bear running backs combined for 226 yards
rushing and two touchdowns to lead the
offense.
"We're pretty balanced. If they slop
the run, we let Buck throw. If they go
after Buck we hand it off to one of our
backs," Lichtenburg said.
With 10:25 remaining in tlits second
quarter, Carl Smith put UMaine on the
scoreboard with a 9-yard touchdown run
up the middle. Smith finished the day
with 88 yards on 22 carries, sitting out
much of the second half because of the
90-degree heat.
Smith's touchdown, which culminated
an 80-yard drive, was set up by two long
pass plays from Buck.
On second-and-17, Buck scrambled
away from the UNH defense and found
Mark Dupree for a 35-yard gain. One
play later, Buck connected with Mike
Bitterman on the right side for 33 yards
to set up Smith's run.
UMaine took a 14-0 lead with 2:40 left
in the first half on a 22-yard touchdown
pass down the middle to Steve Roth.
On fourth-and-one, the Wildcats were
expecting UMaine to run the ball, but
Buck faked a handoff and then lofted
a pass to Roth, who was left all alone
in the end zone."'
"The corner(back) bit, which makes
it a pretty good play, and makes me look
like a genius, which I'm not," Lichtenburg said.
Buck said of the play, "It was just a
gut feeling. You do it once in a blue
moon. No one expects it and if it happens it's a big play, if it doesn't, people
second guess you."
The Wildcats had a couple of scoring
opportunities in the second quarter but
were unable to capitalize.
UNH moved the ball to UMaine's

photo by John Baer

Defense has played a major role in both of the University of Maine football
team's wins, as the Black Bears have held their two opponents to 21 points in
two games.
17-yard line, but sophomore quarterback
UMaine's final touchdown came with
Matt Griffin, who was making his first
10:49 remaining in the game. Sophomore
start ever, ,I-.rev. t•.vo incomplete passes,
tailback Ben Sirmans took a handoff
one knocked down by Strzelzyck, forcand went 31 yards up the middle.
ing the Wildcats to attempt a 34-yard
Sirmans finished the day with 72 yards
field goal.
on 17 carries. UMaine's fullback, John
UMaine freshman Bill Curry kept the
Lapiana, had one of the best games of
Wildcats from scoring when he came
his college career rushing 72 yards on 12
around the right end untouched to block
carries.
the kick.
The Black Bears are 2-0 overall and
UNH Head Coach Bill Bowes said,
1-0 in the Yankee Conference, while the
"The thing that disappointed me the
Wildcats are 0-1 in conference play.
most was that we'd get to the 20-yard line
Notes
and then we'd stall."
UMaine will be home next weekend as
The Wildcat's other scoring opporthey face Yankee Conference opponent
tunity came in the second quarter when
Villanova.
they moved the ball from their 31-yard
Three receivers had solid perforline to UMaine's 35. But with less than
mances for UMaine Saturday. Mark
a minute remaining in the half,
Dupree had four receptions for 88 yards.
Strzelzcyk sacked Griffin.
Mike Bitterman caught three passes for
On the next play linebacker Mike
61 yards and Steve Roth gained 50 yards
Smith intercepted the UNH quarteron three catches.
back's pass to end the scoring threat.
Receiver Jeff Knox did not play due
UNH's only score of the game came
to a pulled hamstring.
on a 67-yard run by tailback Norm Ford
Lichtenburg expressed dissatisfaction
with five seconds left in the third quarter.
with UMaine's kicking game. UMaine
Ford, who rushed for 96 yards on 12 carkicker Lance McCleish squibbed three
ries, went left, broke a tackle and bolted
kickoffs and the Wildcats returned four
down the sideline.
kicks for a total of 107 yards.

Delaware UConn ap:1 UMaine to viefor title
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
Last year the Yankee Conference race
ended with co-champions and four
teams tied for third.
After Saturday, every conference team
had played at least one game and early
signs would indicate another season like
last. Parity is becoming the norm for the
teams in the Yankee Conference.
Last year's co-champion, the University of Delaware, the University of Con-

necticut, and the University of Maine
should all make strong bids for the title
this year.
Boston University (4-7, 3-5 YC)
The Terriers mounted a late comeback
Saturday against the preseason favorite
to win the conference, Delaware, but
came up short, 28-21.
BU will be strong defensively with Pat
F'aucett and Chenault Bethea returning
at linebacker. On offense, Daren Altieri
and Darvell Huffman will make for a
strong receiving corps.

With the loss of Jim Schuman,
quarterback was a questionable position
for the Terriers. But Stan Greene played
well against Delaware, completing 25 of
35 passes for 350 yards and two
touchdowns. The weak spot could be tbe
left side of the offensive line with
newcomers taking over the positions.
Connecticut (7-4, 4-4)
The Huskies are looking for their
fourth straight winning season and they
have one of the strongest offenses in the
(see YANKEE page 13)
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Soccer team edges
Minutemen 1-0
From staff reports
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Hard play like this was the, key as the Uni‘ersitx of Maine men's soccer team
win over the t niyersity of Massachusetts Saturday afternoon in Orono. UMaine
will next face Brown University Tuesday afternoon in Providence, R.I.

"Wild man" Strzelczyk
leads defensive unit
by Andy Bean
Staff Writer

6-5 and weighs 275.
After the game, UNH quarterback
Matt Griffin was probably wishing
"Justin Strzelczyk played like a wild
Strzelczyk had stayed at tight end.
man."
UNH Head Coach Bill Bowes said,
Those were the words of University. "We couldn't stop that Strzelczyk kid
of Maine Head Coach Tom Lichtenall day."
burg, who was describing the havoc
Strzelczyk, who is an NFL pros
created by the Black Bear lineman.
being scouted by the New York Jets on
Strzelczyk made five unassisted • Saturday, is a native of
Seneca, N.Y.
tackles, two sacks and blocked two
The defensive tackle was pleased with
passes against the University of New
the team's performance as the Black
Hampshire on Saturday, making it his
Bears handed their Yankee Conference
best performance as a defensive tackle
rivals a 24-7 loss, but he was already
for UMaine.
concerned about improvement.
Not bad for a guy who played tight
"We have nine more games left in the
end until a year ago and was a free saferegular season. I'm sure we'll get better.
ty in high school.
Last week we gave up 14 points, this
As a freshman, Strzelczyk was 235
week seven, maybe next , week a
pounds. Now, as a redshirt junior, he's
shutout," Strzelczyk said.
_ _

Bates College tops women's
club soccer team in opener
by Rhonda Morin
Staff Writer
Steamy afternoon weather and tired
legs attributed to the women's soccer
club 3-2 loss Saturday.
"I wish we had more energy in the
end." said co-captain Karen Larsen,
after losing to at home to Bates College
in the season's opener.
"It's hard to jump in with the best

team in the state of Maine," said cocaptain Heather Kirk. "This is—the
toughest team we will play (this
season)."
The club was edged out by Bates but
they witnessed a first — going into the
second half two goals ahead of a team
that shut them out in previous seasons.
At halftime, Maine held the lead,
(see SOCCER page 14)

The University of Maine men's soccer
team ended its first week of the regular
season with a .1,12 _victory over -theUniversity of Massachusetts Saturday in
Orono.
UMaine stands at 2-1 on the young
season, with the Minutemen dropping
their opening game of the year.
Sophomore back Peter Gardula
scored the game's only goal on a penalty kick with 32 minutes remaining in the
second half.
,
Gardula opted for the direct approach
on his penalty shot and put a hard kick
past UMass goalie Jon Gruber into the
lower left corner of the net.
The penalty kick resulted from a foul
committed by UMass sweeper Tom
Skiba, who brought down sopportiore
forward Jason Charles in the penalty
area.
Black Bear coach Jim Dyer was impressed with the way his team played.
"We certainly played well," Dyer
said. "The guys created some good opportunities,against a very good UMass
team."
Senior co-captain Todd Brennan
showed why the goalkeeper position was
considered Maine's strength coming into the season, as well as the overall
defense, as he stopped all six shots
UMass could muster.
The shutout was Brennan's first on the
season and--the 14th of his career UMass sophomore goalie Jon Gruber
made 10 saves on TI Maine ihots,Maine's next big test will come Tuesday, on the road in Providence. R.I.,
against Brown University.

photo by Scott LeClair

l'Maine soccer player has a rough
meeting with a ball during the Black
Bears 1-0 win over the University of
Massachusetts Saturday in Orono.
"Irrown should be a good, tough
game. We'll have a good idea how strong
we are after this week's games," Dyer
said.
Following the Brown game, Maine will
host the University of Rhode Island Sunday at 1 p.m.
The Black Bears don't play a North
Atlantic Conference game until the third
week of the season, when they travel to
Boston University, the pre-season pick
of the coaches to top the league

Men's cross country
returns veteran crew
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer

right now, but the rest is wide open,"
Ballinger said. "Jamie should be able to
help us out right away."
With UMaine hosting the NAC championship meet this year, Ballinger sees
the University of New Hampshire and
Northeastern Universi
ty as the top two
_
teams.
,
"New Hampshire has some good
recruits this year," Ballinger said.
"They will be in the top five in New
England."
Ballinger sees Boston University as
improved, the University of Vermont as
an unknown, Colgate University as lacking depth and the University of Hartford
as "decent" if healthy.
In New England, Ballinger hopes his
team can vault into the top ten after
finishing 11th last year.
"I hope to move three or four spots
tip at least New Englands!'
For the first time in recent years, there
will be more than one home meet.
UMaine will host Bowdoin College and
Brown University Sept. 16, UNH Oct. 6
as well as the NAC meet Oct. 16.

In sports, few things can gladden a
coach's heart like returning a whole
team.
Add to that a squad who has worked
hard in the off-season to improve, and
that is what cross country Coach Jim
Ballinger has this fall.
"We have our whole team back,"
Ballinger said. "We should be competitive in our conference (the North
Atlantic), and we will be able to run
more of a top five or seven this year."
Pat O'Malley returns as a graduate
student for his final semster of competition, while Jeff Young looks to be
stronger after a stellar freshman season.
"Jeff was super last year, although injuries hurt him after cross country,"
Ballinger said. "But he was able to do
90 miles a week this summer, so he is in
great shape And so is Pat. I think he will
be faster this year."
Ballinger cited runnerslike Kevin Way
and Marc Snow, who ran last year but
'have dropped "a minute or so" with their
work this summer.
NORTH ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
Also returning to the team is Paul
MEN'
CROSS • COUNTRY
Healy, who along with Brad Blackstone
PREDICTIONS
and DaveBernard as people will bring
1. NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
depth to the Black Bears.
2.
UNIVERSITY
OF
NEW
The top recruit is Jamie LeChance, HAM1rSHIRE
whose career at Berwick Academy in- 3. UNIVERSITY
OF MAINE
cluded two New England prep titles and
4. BOSTON UNIVERSITY
was billed as one of the top high school 5. UNIVER
SITY OF VERMONT
runners in the state of Maine.
6. UNI*ERSITY OF HARTFORD
"I see Pat and ftff in the top group
7. COLGATE UNIVERSITY
s•
_

•
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(continued from page 11)

league, led by last year's conference
.win the title.
player of the year, quarterback Matt
Massachusetts (8-4, 6-2)
DeGennaro.
UMass finished ninth overall in
DeGennaro led the league with 2,633
defense last year and the loss of YC
yards passing and he started this season
Defensive Player of the Year and First
where he left off last, completing 19 of
Team All-American inside linebacker
25 passes for 250 yards and one
John McKeown could make it difficult
touchdown against Central Connecticut,
for the Minutemen to defend its cowho UConn defeated 27-9 Saturday.
conference championship title.
But the Huskies could be hurt by the
Also gone is quarterback Dave Palazloss of George Boothe, a 1988 First Team
zi, the New England Offensive Player of
All-YC pick at tailback.
the Year, and leading rusher Kevin
Delaware (7-5, 6-2)
Smellie.
Last year's co-champions, Delaware,
New Hampshire (6-5, 4-4)
are the preseason favorite to win the conThe Wildcats are looking for their
ference. The Blue Hens will be strong at
15th winning season in 16 years but that
defense with the secondary only losing
task will not be easy with the loss of
_
one starter.
record-setting quarterback Bob Jean and
Bill Vergantino is the new quarterback
wide receiver Curtis Olds.
for Delaware. He'll have experienced
Matt Griffin is this year's starting
receivers to thrOw to in John Gilman and -quarterback after projected starter Mark
John Yergey.
Carr came down with mononucleosis.
UMaine (7-4, 4-4)
The experience of running backs Norm
The Black Bears have gotten off to a
Ford and Matt Branbury and wide
quick start under new Head Coach Tom
receiver Chris Braune will be depended
Lichtenburg, with a win against
upon to help the sophomore quarterYoungstown State, 28-14, and a victory
back put the Wildcats on the winning
over Yankee Confernce rival New Hamptrack. —
shire, 24-7, Saturday.
Rhode Island (4-7, 2-6)
Senior Mike Buck, who holds 13
After a seventh-place finish last year,
records at quarterback, will lead a
Rhode Island may be making a climb
balanced offense. Sophomore tailback
back toward the top. Saturday the Rams
and last year's conference rookie of the
showed they could score by defeating
year Carl Smith will lead a strong trio
Richmond 45-14. That's the biggest
of running backs that include
point total the Rams have had in four
sophomores Ben Sirmans and John
years.
Lapiana.
Rhode Island returned 39 lettermen
The kicking game is UMaine's
and lost only 10 from last year's squad
weakness at this point. But if freshman
Kicker and punter Chris Cassara gives
placekicker Lance McCleish can get adRhode Island one of the best kicking
justed to kicking without a tee, the Black
teams in the conference. He was 18 for
Bears will have a legitimate chance to
18 on PATs and led the team with 45

1h

points last year. Cassara could decide
some close games for the Rams down the
stretch.
Richmond (4-7, 2-6 VC)
The Spiders finished last in the conference last year and have no place to go
but up. However, with the loss of 22
players, new Head Coach Jim Marshall

Bean says:
I. ('onnecticut
2. UMaine
3. Delaware
4. Rhode Island
S. New Hampshire
6. Boston University
7. Villanova
8. Massachusetts
9. Richmond

will have his hands full trying to return
the team to its championship form of
1987.
Richmond has already dug itself a
hole with conference losses to Villanova
and a strong non-conference opponent,
Holy Cross, 38-17 on Saturday.

Bustard says:
I. Delaware
2. Connecticut
3. UMaine
4. Massachusetts
5. Boston University
6. Rhode Island
7. Villanova
8. New Hampshire
9. Richmond

Professional Computers and
Student Discounts ... PLUS
Immediate Availability
Why wait for delivery?
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Women's cross country team aiming high
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer

No.

Last fall, the University of Maine
women's cross country team finished
eighth in New England.
And with several new freshmen who
look to have an immediate impact,
things are only looking up for UMaine.
Assistant coach Emily Spiteri feels her
team should be able to meet the upcoming challenges of the year, including
hosting the North Atlantic Champion--ship meer, the first ever held lor women:
"It's added pressure to host the NAC
meet," Spiteri said. "I really don't
know that much about the other schoolc,
but we should have a good team this
year. We are looking to finish higher
than eighth in New England."
Top returners include co-captains
Karen Salsbury and Theresa Withee,
Carla Lemieux and Wendy Greany, but

the freshman crop is one of the best ever
at UMaine.
Kerry Brothers was the Rhode Island
state cross country champion as well as
a winner of two state titles in track.
Amy Patterson of Springvale, who
was inducted into the Maine Sports Hall
of Fame, won the Class A state meet in
cross country as well as the 1,600 and
3,200 meters in track. Patterson just
missed a distance sweep, finishing second in the 800 meters.
Lori Marsh, a top five finisher in the
New Hampshire state cross country
meet; holds four records at the high
school level and placed 15th in the New
England Cross Country Championships.
Allyson Lowell of Kennebunk is
another top frosh, being placed in the
top three or four runners in the state of
Maine.
Spiteri was reserved about the possible contributions of this freshmen class,

September Specials at Rose Bicycle
price helmet with the
purchase of any new mountain bike'
V2

36A Main Street
866-3525
(Below Southern Styles Hair Salon)
Mon 6 Fri. 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat 9-00 am. • 400m
Tues.. Weds . Thurs. 10:00 a.m. - 8.-..00 p.m

• in stock merchandise only while supplies last.

ICE CREAM SOCIAL
Society
'OK
Of
WOMEN
ENciNeens
will be 4aviNq it's finst meetiNg
Septemben 12 at 6 p.m.
IN loo JeNNess.
Come meet ott)en wo
eNciNeeniNc
aNb eNjoy some ice cneam!!!

The Jewish Students
at the University of Maine
Welcome
All New and Returning Students
to join us
for a social gathering of Hillel
On Tuesday Sept. 12 at 3in the North Bangor lounge
The Memorial Union
g

information on Sabbath Sen,ices and High Holidays
will be at the meeting(For INFO call Maxine Harrow 581-1820)

stating that "they will add depth that we
didn't have last year."
The newcomers will also help cover
the loss of Tina Meserve, who was a top
20 finisher in the New Englands and
consistently ran with the best in the
region.
The schedule includes some tough
teams early, including the University of
Vermont on the road and Brown University at home this Saturday. These two
teams had little trouble with UMaine last
fall.
Upperclassmen ICun Pierce and 11-acey
Smith look to add even more depth this
year to a team that last year relied on a
high finish from Meserve and a group
of runners which was usually far behind.
"There will be a good chance of our
team having a good pack," Spiteri

said. "Our top five or six should be a lot
closer this year."
The makings of a solid future look
bright with the strong freshmen class,
but Spiteri would like to see results this
year.
And she probably will.
NORTH ATLANTIC CONFERENCE
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
PREDICTIONS
I. UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT
2._ ITNIVFRCITV OF mADir
3. BOSTON UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY
4.
OF
NEW
HAMPSHIRE
5. NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
6. COLGATE UNIVERSITY
7. UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD

•Soccer
but with less than 20 minutes to go in
the game Bates scored two goals.
Despite the loss, newly hired coach
Moira Buckley said she was pleased with
the game as whole.
"1 saw you do some things out there
you haven't done in practice," she

(continued from page 12)

said after the game, adding that they
would continue to smooth out the rough
_edges in practice.
- The next home contest will be
Wednesday at 3 p.m. UMaine will h
Husson College
--

UMaine notebook
This is the first installment of UMaine Notebook, a feature that will
appear regularly in order to better inform the readers of the sport happenings on campus and otherwise.
LACROSSE MEETING TONIGHT IN UNION
- --Alan Laymon,athe president of the lacrosse club, announced that an
—organization meeting will be held in the Memorial Union tonight at 7:15
p.m.
ROBERTS, KEELING, WHITE RECEIVE CONTRACT EXTENSIONS
OVER THE SUMMER, THOMAS SIGNED ON AS ASSISTANT
While the rumored parking permit price hikes never really happened,
basketball coaches Trish Roberts and Rudy Keeling each signed three-year
contract extensions in June.
Sandy Thomas, who was an interim assistant under Roberts, became
a full-timer as weil.
Dr. Kevin White, Director of Athletics, felt that these occurrences were
"definitely in the best interests of advancing NCAA Division I basketball
in the state of Maine."
White's own extension was for five years.
One coach left the University of Maine. John Bransfield, who was a diving and assistant swimming coach, left for the greener pastures of ahead
- position at the
United States Military Academy.
VITALE COMING TO BANGOR.
Dick Vitale, the rovermg college basketball fanatic who went from coach
to broadcaster to author, will help raise some money for UMaine this Friday.
A former head coach of the Detroit Pistons, Vitale did Boston Celtic
fans a favor by helping to bring Robert Parish and Kevin McHale to Beantown for Joe Barry Carroll.
The price is a bit hefty, though, if there are tickets left. A $50 donation
gets you into the social hour at Legend's Restaurant and Sports Bar. $500
a couple is necessary for the dinner afterwards.
MCCAW NEW SPORTS INFORMATION HEAD
lan McCaw replaced the retired Len Harlow as Associate Director of
Sports Information.
McCaw, who has been at UMaine since 1986, was the Associate Director for Sports Communications.
So what's in a name? A pay hike, no doubt.
_
TWELVE UMAINE ATHLETES TO JOIN HALL OF FAME
The UMaine Athletic Hall of Fame will add 12 new members later on
this month.
They will be Jack and Jim Butterfield, Gary Conn, Jo-Ann ChoiniereNealy, Manch Wheeler, Alton Bell, Rod Elliot, Don Favor, Pat French,
Helen Lengyel and Martin McHale.
ANOTHER COACH TO HIT THE BOOKS
Rick Pitino, who took the head coaching position at Kentucky, has written a book on his last year with the New York Knicks, following a trend
of coach books.
"Born to Coach" will chronicle Pitino's Knic s and his personal life,
much like the two books on Bobby Knight.
CALLING ALL CLUB TEAMS
We here at the Daily Maine Campus wish to try and expand our coverage
of club sports. All club presidents are asked to call the sports department
at 581-1268 so that rosters, schedules and comments can be printed.
Compiled by Dan Bustard
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Miami Hurricanes crush Wisconsin 51-3
by the Associated Press
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Jimmy Johnson and Steve Walsh are
in Dallas, but Miami's attack looks very
much the same.
Craig Erickson, Walsh's replacement
at quarterback, threw four touchdown
passes saturday as the third-ranked Hurricanes routed Wisconsin 51-3 in their
first game under Coach Dennis
Erickson.
Quarterback Erickson started slowly,
connecting on only one of his first 10
passes. But the junior eventually found
his rhythm and finished 17-of-37 for 281
yards.
"I just wanted to get Wisconsin out
of the way," he said. "I struggled early on but then I did some thinks better.
didn't feel any pressure."
Coach Erickson, who took over for
Johnson after he went to the Dallas
Cowboys, was pleased with his Miami
debut.
"Just getting the first game out of the
way is a big relief because now you'll ask
me some different questions," he told
reporters.
Wesley Carroll, a junior college—
transfer from Northwest Mississippi,
caught seven passes for 112 yards an
two touchdowns. He also set up four
first-half scores with 122 yards in punt
returns.
In other Top 10 games, it was No. 4
Nebraska 48, Northern Illinois 17; No.
5 Auburn 55, Pacific 0; Tennessee 24,
No. 6 UCLA 6; No. 8 Oklahoma 33,
Baylor 7; No. 9 Colorado 45, Colorado
State 20; and No. la Clemson 34, No.
16 Florida State 23. Other games involving ranked teams;

Virgina 14, No. 12 Penn State 6; No. 14
Syracuse 43, Temple 3; Washington 19,
No. 15 Texas A&M 6; No. 17 West
Virgina 14, Maryland 10; Mississippi
State 26, No. 18 Southern Mississippi 23,
Thus Tech 24, No. 20 Arizona 14; No.
23 Pittsburgh 29, Boston College la; and
No. 25 North Carolina State 38, Georgia
Tech 28.
Miami, which has won 43 of its last
44 regular-season games, outgaine4
Wisconsin 530-143. The Badgers were
held to 47 yards rushing on 37 carries.
Wisconsin quarterbacks Lionel!
Crawford and Sean Wilson were constantly harassed by Miami's defense.
No. 4 Nebraska 48, No. Illinois 17
Ken Clark, who gained all his yardage
in 20 minutes before leaving with a sore
knee, rushed for 168 yards and one
touchdown as the Cornhuskers overcame
five first-half turnovers in their opener.
Clark returned in the second half, but
played sapringly and did not carry the
ball. Leodis Flowers added two
touchdowns for Nebraska, which openup a17-17 game by scoring on its first
four possessions of the second half.
Nebraska gained 557 yards and held
Northern
to 174.
No. 5 Auburn 55, Pacific 0
Alexander Wright caught four long
touchdown passes and Auburn piled up
586 yards on offense.
Wright caught scoring passes of 78,
73, 60 and 41 yards and set A
Southeastern Conference record for'
receiving yards in a game with 263. The
old mark of 239 was set by Carlos
Alvarez in 1969. Auburn's Reggie Slack
completed 9-of-10 passes for 252 yards

and four touchdowns in limited playing
time.
Tennessee 24, No. 6 UCLA 6
Redshirt freshman Chuck Webb rushed for 134 yards on 22 carries and scored
two touchdowns. Webb's scoring runs of
two and 10 yards in the third quarter to
give the Volunteers a 21-0 lead.
UCLA,0-1, scored on a 15-yard pass

*Bustard
and, everybody's favorite, a domed
facility.
So I guess that means it is that time
again to listen to coaches lament
about the buildings around here and
how all the other schools have all
these new fields, tracks and forums,
like the Conte Forum at Boston
College.
Well, a Conte Forum in Orono
would be nice,, but let's face it folks,
money is tight. At the regional governor's meeting last week, the respective
heads of state were met with projections of a slowing economy in New
England as well as growing budgetary
demands which would require tax
hikes or cuts in spending in some
programs.
This is not the time to ask the taxpayers of Maine to foot the bill for
a domed stadium. Improving the existing facilities will cost much less and
still allow UMaine to compete on a
regional level, which they already are.
Not exactly the fast lane
Driving around our modest (to say

from Bret Johnson to Reggie Moore with
7:48 left in the game. The Bruins have
scored in 206 consecutvie games, an
NCAA record.
No. 8 Oklahoma 33. Baylor 7
Backup quarterback Chris Melon
scored once and directed two other firsthalf touchdown drives for Oklahoma.

(continued from page 11)
the least) cross country course with
Coach Jim Ballinger and assistant
Emily Spiteri, it appears that the
North Atlantic Conference title meet
should be interesting.
To describe the course as not quite
in good shape is an understatement,
and if it improves, the grounds crew
here should get a raise.
But if there are going to be big
meets held at UMaine, why not figure
out a better, more spacious course?
Oh, by the way, the two runners appearing on the cover on the media
_guide, Gwen Seager and Frank Frost,
are not even running with the team
this year.
Seager ran last year as a transfer
student, and Frost is no longer with
the team. Nice job, guys.
Dan Bustard is a seniorjournalism
major from Presque Isle whose random observations are a family trait
that will hopefully be weeded out over
the coming generations, according to
a family spokesman.

Help support the University of Maine Fire Dept.

_

The University of Maine Fire Department is comprised of students, faculty,
and staff who devote their spare time to community service. In order to help
us, all we ask is for you to take all fire alarms that go off in your building
very seriously. Not evacuating a building while its fire alarm sounds puts
both your life and our lives at risk. If you have any information regarding
false fire alarms, let us know. Help us to help you. Thanks.

'
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COMMUTER/U.MAINE EMPLOYEE MEAL PLANS
Department of Residential Life - Dining Services
University of Maine

Hurrici
Downgr,

CHOICES - CONVENIENCE - REASONABLE - NUTRITIOUS - AFFORDABLE
A MEAL PLAN FOR EVERYONE
DINING COMMONS MEAL PLANS
Eat in any of the six dining commons - Common Place (Bangor Campus), Hilltop Dining Commons, Stewart Dining Commons, Stodder
Dining Commons, Wells Dining Commons, York Dining Commons. ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR A FIXED PRICE.

Th

5 MEAL PLAN $350.00PSEMESTER (ANY 5 MEALS/WEEK•)
10 MEAL PLAN $687.50/'SEMESTER (ANY 10 MEALS/tWEEK•)
14 MEAL PLAN $873.00/'SEMESTER (ANY 14 MEAL5,/rWEEK•)
,
21 MEAL PLAN $9C3.00/'SEMESTER (ANY 21 MEALS/"WEEK)
•The week of meals begins with Saturday breakfast and ends with Friday dinner.
POINT MEAL PLANS
Eat in any of the six dining commons plus at the Memorial Union Dining Services - Damn Yankee, Bear's Den and at the Fernald Snack Bar.
Point Meal Plan 1: $590/Semester (Value is $550)
AVERAGE ANY 8 MEALS PER WEEK

Septembo

Point Meal Plan .1: THE MAINECARD
YOU SELEC". THE MORE INCREMENTS YOU BUY AT ONE TIME, THE GREATER THE VALUE:
Ar!ount
Val u e
Amount
I
f 50
6
5 400
5323
2
l.)0
7
350
3 SO
1
4 38
-4tIc
200
9. -4-50
20
5
The MaineCard lets you save money whether you eat three meals a day or enjoy sandwiches, pizza, salads, fruit and other snacks while
you are on campus. Use your MaineCard like cash at any of the six dining comnaonsor at the Cash Service Locations: Bear's Den, Fer
nald Snack Bar, or the Damn.Yankee. When you make a purchase, our electronic card reader deducts the price of your food from your
account. The card reader will display your remaining balance, so you can tell when your account is low. If you eat on campus regularly,
a larger account is a better deal because you get more value for your money. Meal cards cannot be used to purchase alcohol.

Ad M
by Richard Bodwe
Staff Writer
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— ----When yeu-eat-in the dining-eommons, your MaIneCard can only be used for a immplf4P micaL_You will be charged the cash pric
Continental Breakfast $3
All meal plans are purchased by the semester and cannot be carried over from one
Full Breakfast
3.25
semester to the next one. There is no refand for unused points.
Lunch
4.00
University of Maine employees may purchase any of these meal plan options through
Dinner
4.75
payroll deductions.
All you can eat for a fixed price.
THE DINING COMMONS SERVE BREAKFAST, WEEKEND BRUNCH, LUNCH, DINNER, AND FOOD BARS IN STEWART COMMONS WHICH
FEATURE:
A daily assortment of five or more of the following: submarine sandwiches, seafood in a basket, super salads, stir fry. Italian buffet,
pastas. tacos, pizzas, burgers, sandwich factory, hot dogs, soup, Mexican food, chicken in a basket, assored desserts and a variety of
beverages.
All Dining Commons regularly feature Special meats throághont the year-such as Apple Dessert Night, Ice Cream- Partor.-Coastweek.
Football and Soccer Kickoff Brunches, National Sandwicq Day. Maine Produces Night. Hat Night, Martin King Luther, Jr. Day, National
Geographic Awareness Week, etc.
MENUS ARE POSTED WEEKLY OR CALL "COOK" FOR THE DAILY MENU.
THE NEW AND IMPROVED MEMORIAL UNION DINING SERVICES:

THE BEAR'S DEN

THE DAMN YANKEE

••'Faster service with four new stations:
--Self-Service Beverages
--Ice Cream
--Homemade Belgian Waffles
--Individual Pre-Packaged Salads
--Self-Service Pastries
-Three Cashiers' Stations
New MaiParlor with fresh pizza by
or to go and a new beverage station.

slice

- Quarter pounder hamburgers, hot dogs,
cheeseburgers, fishburgers with or without
cheese, chickenburgers. french fries, onion
rings, baskets of scallops, clams, and chicken
'nuggets.
- Various submarines and sandwiches vegetailian. ham salad, salami, ham, black bear
subs, turkey, chicken salad, roast beef, and tuna
salad.
New Salad and Fruit Station featuring:
Pasta Salad
Chef Marcoux's Salad
Fresh Fruit Salad
Fresh Fruit Dit,play with oranges, apples,
plums. peaches, and other fruits in season.

FERNALD SNACK BAR

- More ambience - more comfortable- but
still affordable
- Improved, extensive self-service salad bar
- Full luncheons, several choices of hot entrees, vegetables, rice, pasta or potatoes
- Continental breakfast
- A variety of sandwiches
- Fresh soup daily
- Coffee., tea, other beverages and snacks of
all kinds throughout the day
- Variety of desserts
- Second cash register with capacity to weigh
salads
Eat on the new patio and enjoy the fall
NNW DAWN YANZIE
Monday Friday
Saturday. Sunday

7.30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m
Closed except for special functions

A full-service snack bar located on the first floor
of Fernald Hall offering a more personable. cozy
atmosphere. It has a deli line with a variety of
sandwiches and submarines. i.e. turkey, roast
beef, vegetarian, ham, ham salad, chicken salad.
tuna salad. It features daily platters such as
chickenburgers, quarter pounders, hot dogs,
scallops, or clams which include french fries
and beverage. Fernald offers homemade specials
on Wednesdays, i.e. quiche, spaghetti, baked
ham,etc. It also serves salads, a daily diet plate,
yogurt, ice cream, bagels, muffins, fresh fruit
and a variety of hot and cold beverages.

TERNALD INA.CX 311.&lt NOTTILL
Monday. FridaN.

7:00 a.m. to 2:30 pm

DAMN YANKEE RESTAURANT - COMING IN OCTOBER
Featuring sit-down service in the evening with entrees such as linguine with I white clam sauce, broiled fish with
seafood
crumb topping, tortellini with pesto sauce and various other choices. Look for
flyers announcing the grand opening.

FRESH FOOD 7 NUTRITION - SATISFACTION - SPECIAL MENUS - RESTAURANT - FAT
Come join the University Dining Services - your home food away from home!
You can pick up a Commuter/University of Maine employee meal contract and the University Dining Ser— •
vices brochure at the following locations.----

WNW BILA.M.'11 1:01WIt 11101711.0
Monday • Thursday
Friday
Saturday. Sunday

7 00 a m. to 10:00 pm
7 00 a.m. to 900 pm
WOO a.m. to 900 pm.

-

The Commuter Services Office
All the Dining Commons
The Damn Yankee
The Bear's Den
University I.D. Office
Campus Area Offices

Or call the University I.D. Office, 581-4566, to get a copy of the Commuter/U.Maine employee meal contract
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